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6 Claims. (or. rec-so) 

This invention relates to molded plastic 're-' 
.ceptacles and more particularly to the hinge 
structure thereof. ' 

Many types of receptacles and the covers 
thereof are made by pressure molding a plastic 
material. The standard types of metalhinges 
are not readily usable for mounting the cover onv 
the container, primarily because of the prob 
lems involved in securing the hinge to the molded 
material. It is desirable that the two parts of 
the receptacle be so constructed that the two 
pivotal portions or the hinge may be readily 

m 

shaped in the initial molding operation and ‘ 
without requiring further machining or other 
treatment ofthe parts. Also, the hinge structure 
should be capable of quick assembly without, re 
quiring supplemental rivets and other perma 
nent‘ fasteners. For some purposes, the cover 
should be held resiliently in either a closed or 
an open position. 
The primary object of this invention is to over 

come such problems and to provide a plastic re 
ceptacle structure having hinge bearings which 
may be readily made by an initial injection or 
other suitable molding operation, and wherein a 
supplemental locking element may be conven 
iently and readily assembled and interlocked with 
the pivoted hinge portions to hold the parts in 

'. place. - 

A further object is to provide a hinged struc~ 
ture of the above type'in which the locking ele 
ment provides a aired resiliency which will 
hold the receptacle cover in either a closed or 
an open position. 

ll. fer object is to provide a pie form of 
-> r : element for a molded plastic hinge which 
may he rely emlcled and l w removed and 
yet will hold the parts ly in position. ‘ 
Another object is to provide a construction 

wherein the locking member is substantially 
wholly concealed irom view and the receptacle 
presents a neat and pleasing appearance. 
Another object is to provide a construction in 

which the locking element is concealed from 
view and may be readily assembled in an irre 
movable condition so that the box cover is held 
permanently in place. Other objects will be ap 
parent in the following disclosure. 
In accordance with my~ invention I have made 

a molded plastic container and cover therefor 
which are so shaped as to provide inter-?tting 
pivotal bearing parts, such as a concave bearing 
groove on either the container or the cover which 
forms a seat for an opposed knuckle on the other 
part. In order to hold the cover-secured to the 
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container, I provide a resilient locking member 
which is pivotally connected to the cover and 
interlocks with a shoulder on the container wall. 
Referring to the drawings illustrating various 

embodiments of the invention: ‘ 
Fig. 1 is a vertical longitudinal section taken. 

on the line l-l of Fig. 2 which shows one form 
of a resiliently locked hinge structure; 

Fig. 2 is an end elevation oi. the structure of 
the receptacle; 

Fig. 3 is a partly broken away section on the 
line 3-3 oi‘ Fig. 2; “ 
' Fig. 4 15's. view of the resilient locking element; 
Big. 5 is a view of the structure of Fig. 3, "where- v 

in the container has a skirt arranged to conceal 
' the hinge lock; 

Fig. 6 is a similar view corresponding to Fig. l. 
but with the skirt arrangement; 

Fig. 7 is a fragmentary longitudinal section 
showing a reversal of the hinge parts with the 
knuckle on the‘ container; \ 

Fig. 8 is a fragmentary end elevation of th 
structure of 'Fig. '1; . 

Fig. 9 is a fragmentary sectional detail 01' a 
receptacle of the type shown in Fig. 5 but where 
in the pivot of the locking element is concentric 
with the knuckle; . 

Fig. 10 is an end elevation of the box of Fig. 11; 
Fig. 11 is a vertical section on the line ll-ll 

of Fig. 10 showing a construction of the general 
type of Fig. 7 but wherein the locking element is 
concealed within a groove within the container 
wall; ' 

Fig. 12 is a fragmentary section taken on the 
line li-li of Fig. 13 showing a pin'holding the 

a. 1.. element in position; 
Fig. 13 is a cross section on the line l3-lt oi’ 

Fig. 12; r 

-‘ Fig. 14 is a section on the line lit-id of Fig. 13 
showing a further modification wherein the look 
ing wire is held within a. slot in the container 

. wall; 

Fig. 15 is a section on the line iii-l5 of Fig. it; 
Fig. 16 is" an enlarged fragmentary detail 

taken on the line l?-lt of Fig. 1e; . 
- Fig. 17 is a rear elevation of the receptacle 
which has a multiple knuckle on the cover held ‘ 
in place by a locking wire on the outside or’ the 
container; 

and 
Fig. 19 is perspective view of a modi?ed form 

of locking element. .' 
' Although the structure may be made 01’ vari 
ous materials, such as wood, metal and glass, 

Fig. 18 is a section on the line i8-l8 of‘ Fig. 17; - 



I have illustrated a special’ type of receptacle par 
ticularly adapted to the structure shown in Figs. 
1 to 4 inclusive which is of molded plastic adapted 
for carrying Jewelry or other suitable material in 
which the container l0 and the cover ll of de 
sired shapes are formed as .separate pieces by 
means of suitable molding operations. The rear 
wall of the container in is provided with a con 
cave bearing groove or socket i! which opens, 
upwardly and serves as a seat for a partially cy 
lindrical, convex knuckle i4 formed as an in 
tegral part of the cover. The wall may be 
thickened to provide sufllcient bearing surface 
for the knuckle; and as shown this is accom 

_ plished by providing a shelf ll extending part 
way across the box and having its outer wall 
merging with the box wall. The knuckle and 
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the concave bearing parts need extend only part- , 
way across the length of the container~ and the 
associated cover as illustrated in Fig. 2. The 
knuckle projects rearwardly from the cover and 
below the plane of the contacting bottom wall 
of the cover and the top of the container rim. 
The faces of the container and the cover may 
be shaped as desired. a 
The molded knuckle and the bearing support 

form the entire hinge structure. wherein the 
4 cover is removably secured in a pivotal rela 
tionship on the container. These parts are se 
cured together in that hinged relationship by 
means of a separate locking element I8 which 
may be made of suitable resilient material, such 
as a spring steel wire, arranged to urge the 
knuckle Joint parts together. As shown sep 
arately in Fig. 4, this may comprise merely a 
single‘ substantially U-shaped spring wire hav 
ing inwardly turned pivot ends l8 connected by 
an extensive resilient portion IS. The pivots I8 
are arranged to be inserted into aligned sockets 
20 suitably'formed in the ends of the knuckles 
H. The resilient portion l9 of the wire locking 
member is shaped to interlock with the bottom 
face of a narrow lug or shoulder 22' provided by 
a recess within box-wall or a lug on the outside 
wall of the container Ill. The locking lug is so 
positioned that the lock wire is held bent under 
a resilient tension which serves to draw the 
knuckle securely into bearing contact with the 
groove H. The locking element is restrained 
from lateral movement by the fact that the bot 
tom face of the lug 22 is slightly concaved. End 
wise movement of the wire part is prevented by 
the two vertical shoulders 24 on the outside of 
the projecting shelf ‘It. 
A further feature of the invention involves so 

arranging the parts that the cover may be held 
resiliently in either a closed or an open position. 
To this end, the lock pivots l8 and sockets 20 
are located eccentrically relative to the hinge 
axis as shown in Figs. 1 and 3. When the box 
cover is closed, as shown in Fig. 1, the wire pivots 

‘ are‘ inside of a vertical plane through the hinge 
axis. When the box cover is opened the pivots 
pass across to the left of the center line, and 
thus the resiliency of the stretched wire portion 1 
It serves to hold the cover in the open position. 
as indicated in Fig. 5. The structure is such that 
no lock is required to hold the cover closed. 
As shown in the modification of Figs. 5 and 6, 

the knuckle joint and lock may be concealed by 
a ?ange or skirt 2! that surrounds the outerbox 
wall. This ?ange may project downwardly below 
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' clamping hinge lock is located in the downwardly 
opening recess between the skirt and the con 
tainer; but the lock is arranged as above de 
scribed on the outside of the container. In order 
that the hinge lock may be assembled readily. 
a narrow slot 21 is formed in the part connecting 
the skirt and container. To assemble the parts, 
the locking wire pivots are ?rst inserted into the 
holes of the downwardly projecting bearing 
knuckle of the cover. Then the cover is put into 
a bearing position, and the resilient part I9 of 
the lock wire is inserted through the slot, and 
readily forced into position beneath the locking 
lug 22. ' 

The hinge parts may be reversed in position, 
as illustrated in Figs. '7 and 8, wherein the 
knuckle 30 is formed on the shell 81 of the wall 
of the container 32 and the concave bearing 
.grove 33 is formed as the lower face of a proiec~ 
tion 34 of the cover II. The lock wire it is 
shaped as shown in Fig. 4, and its ends l8 are 
inserted into aligned holes on the opposite. ends 
of the portion 34 of the cover in such a position 
that when the cover is closed the center of the 
pivots I8 is slightly to the right of the knuckle 
3B. When the box cover‘is opened far enough 
the'pivots I 8 pass across that dead center line 
and hold the cover open. The shelf 3| is pro 
vided with a shoulder “dust to the left of the 
bearing knuckle 30 so that the rear bottom end 
of the cover will strike that shelf and prevent 
the cover from going too far when opened. 
The construction of Fig. 9 is one in which the 

bearing ends id of the lock wire i6 are mounted 
in pivot sockets 40 which are concentric with 
the knuckle axis. .The construction is otherwise 
as above described with reference to Figs. 5 and 6. 
In this construction the lock wire merely holds 
the cover in position and does not hold it in the 
closed or opened positions, as above described. 
It, however, serves as a resilient member which 
insures that the bearing parts remain always se 

_ curely in place. In that type of box a suitable 
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lock may be provided as desired to hold the cover 
closed. 
. The constructions as above described are such 
that the lock wire may be readily removed. For 
some purposes it is desirable to secure the lock 
wire permanently in place and to accomplish this 
as well as to conceal the wire I have provided the 
constructions of Figs. 10 and 11. In this arrange 
ment the rear wall 42 of the container is made 
suil‘lciently thick so th'at'it may be provided with 
a vertical slot 43 of a width capable of carrying 
the wire lock i6. This slot may taper somewhat 
so that the wire may move laterally at its upper 
portion as the pivot ends it of the wire pass over 
the dead center line. This wire may be held in 
place by various means and as shown this com 
prises a pin 44 of plastic material or other suit 
able substance which is driven into the box wall 
after the wire has been assembled and in contact 
with the portion IQ of the wire. The construc 
tion may be otherwise as described above with re 
ference to Figs. '7 and 8 wherein the knuckle 45 
is in this instance formed as a part of the lower 
box wall. The box cover II is provided with a 
concave bearing surface 46 on the lug 41 project 
ing centrally from the rear end of the cover. 
The wire is strikes the front wall of the slot 43 
when the cover is in a closed position and engages 

. the rear wall of that slot when the cover is in an 

the bottom of the receptacle and thus form a - 
standard for the latter. In that structure, the 75 

open position. A lip 48 may also be provided at 
the rear of the bearing knuckle so as to prevent 
the cover from opening too far. 
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Figs. 12 and is show a similar construction 
wherein the wire ltis held in a slotii? in the rear 
box wall by a lug or pin 52. As shown. the 
knuckle 5a is formed as a part of the cover ii 
and rides in a bearing socket 55 formed by con 
caving the top rear wall of the container on the 
opposite sides of the slot 50, as shown. To per 
mit assembly of the wire the cover is provided 
with a slot 56 on its inner portion. The con 
struction may be otherwise substantially as de 
scribed above. 
In the construction shown in Figs. 14, 15 and 

16, the resilient wire 60 is shaped as shown in 
Fig. 4 except that it is provided with the barbs 
Bl. The wire 60 is mounted in a vertical slot 82 
in the container wall which may be shaped as. 
above described with reference to Figs. 12 and 13. 
The cover H is provided with a centrally located 
knuckle 6d and the wire 60 has its inwardly 
turned ends 65 projecting into aligned eccentric 
openings in the knuckle. The cover is further 
more provided with a slot 66 which slopes down 
wardly from the inner face of the cover to the 
bottom thereof so as to aid in assembling the 
wire. After the pivot ends of the wire have been 
inserted into the openings of the knuckle the 
wire is pushed down into the slot 62 by means 
of a tool thrust through the slot 66 and the 
barbed ends 6! are caused to spring the resilient 
box walls somewhat and thus to be forced into 

. substantially the bottom of the channel of the 
slot 62. These barbs 6i, however, resist any 
withdrawal of the wire since they dig into the 
plastic body material and form their own locking 
shoulders in the slot walls. This construction, 
therefore, is one in which the wire is substan 
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tially wholly concealed except at a very small . 
portion adjacent to the inwardly turned ends 65 
and the wire is not removable so that the parts . 
are permanently assembled.v 
The construction in Figs. 17 and 18_shows how 

similar arrangements may be made inwhich 
the wire lock ‘it has its ends ‘H turned outwardly 
instead of inwardly. In this arrangement the 
cover 12 has an outwardly sloping rear-wall ter 
minating in two spaced members forming the 
multiple knuckle ‘It. The lower half of the 
receptacle is provided with thickened portions ‘is 
beneath the multiple knuckle which ?are out 
wardly and are shaped at their tops to form the 
concave bearing groove ‘it. A centrally project 
ing locking lug ‘it serves to hold the horizontal 
portion of the wire ‘it in position the same as in 
the construction of Fig. l. The skirt shown in 

, Fig. 5 may be added to any of these constructions 
without change in the nature of this invention. 
In the construction of Fig. _19 the locking e 

at is provided with an inwardly turned hook ti 
which is arranged to interlock with the bottom 
of the receptacle or within a recess formed in 
the wall of the receptacle. In such construc 
tions the locking shoulder is formed by the bot 
tom of the box itself or by the under surface of 
the recess or notch cut or otherwise fashioned in 
the vertical wall of the receptacle. Hence this 
shoulder may be considered as located on or as 
accessible from the exterior of the box. 

It will now be appreciated that in accordance 
with this invention I have provided a very simple 
hinge construction for a molded plastic receptacle 
in which the hinge is formed solely of the plastic 
material and wherein the hinge partsare held 
assembled by means of a spring lock which may 
be either removably or irremovably assembled. 
In the constructions of Figs. 1 to 9 inclusive, 
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I1 and it, the loc?ng element is secured on the 
outside of the box and may be readily removed. 
In the remaining constructions the lock is per 
manently held in place in concealing recesses. 
However, in all of these constructions the lock 
is a resilient member which urges the bearing 
parts into ?rm engagement and which engages 
the container and the cover at points remote 
from the interior surfaces of the receptacle. The 
lock, however, does not form any part of the 
bearing. Hence I may have the bearing surfaces ' 
made as large as desired to provide a non-wear 
able aring surface. Any wear of the plastic 
material caused by the pivot ends it of the lock 
wire will, however, not permit the bearing to 
become loosened since the resiliency in the wire 
will take up for ‘any wear of the parts. Thus the 
box hinge will give a long life of useful service. 
Many other advantages will be readily apparent 
to one skilled in the art of making molded plastic . 
receptacles. It will also be evident that various 
constructional changes may be made in the ar= 
ticle and that equivalent parts may be sub 
stituted for those above described. Hence the 
drawings and description thereof are to be inter-. 
preted as illustrating the general principles of 
this invention and my preferred embodiments 
and not as imposing limitations on the cl 
appended hereto. 

I claim: 
1. A receptacle comprising a container and a 

cover formed of moulded plastic material, one of " 
said moulded parts being shaped to form a bear- } ' 
ing surface, the‘ other part having an integrally 
moulded knuckle ?tting against the bearing sur 
face, said knuckle and bearing surface forming 
the sole receptacle hinge, one of said parts hav 
ing two axially aligned pivot sockets parallel with 
the hinge axis, a wall of the other part having 
a locking projection which is opposed to and in 
termediate of said sockets, anda substantially 
U-shaped locking member having arms terminat 
ing in axially aligned pivot ends rotatable within 
said sockets and a locking base portion between - 
said arms which is interlocked with said projec 
tion and continually urges the hinge parts‘ to 
gether, said base portion and arms of the U 
shaped locking member substantially de?ning a 
plane which is parallel at all times to the hinge 
axis 

2. A receptacle according-to claim 1 wherein 
the aligned sockets are eccentric to the hinge 
and the locking member is resilient and its = 
swing across the outer ends of the knuckle and. 
the oi'the hinge when the cover is moved, 
so as to hold the cover resiliently in a closed or 
an open position. 

3. A receptacle comprising a container and a 
cover formed of moulded plastic material, one 
of said parts having a knuckle integrally moulded 
thereon, the other part being shaped to provide 
a bearing surface, said knuckle and bearing sur 
face forming the sole hinge for the receptacle, 
the cover having axially aligned pivot sockets 
parallel with the hinge axis, a wall of the con 

- tainer having a projecting shoulder opposed to 
and intermediate of said sockets, and a substan~ 

' tially U-shaped locking member having arms 
located at the ends of the knuckle and terminat 
ing in axially aligned pivots mounted in said sock 
ets and a resilient locking base portion between 
the arms whichis interlocked with said shoulder 
and continually urges the hinge parts together, 
said base portion and of the U-shaped lock 
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ing member substantially de?ning a Plane which 
is parallel at all times to the hinge axis. 

4. A receptacle comprising a container and a 
cover iormedof moulded plastic material, the 
cover having a knuckle integrally moulded there 
on, the container being shaped to provide a con 
cave bearing surface, said knuckle and bearing 
surface inter?tting and forming the sole‘ hinge 
tor the receptacle, the knuckle having axially 
aligned, horizontal pivot sockets in its ends par 
aliel with the hinge axis, a shoulder projecting 
from an outer wall of the container which is op 
posed to and intermediate of said sockets and a 
substantially U-shaped locking member having 
arms terminating in axially aligned pivots 
mounted in said sockets and a resilient locking 
base portion between the arms which is inter 
locked with said shoulder and continually urges 
the hinge parts together, said base portion and 
arms of the ‘U-shaped locking member substan 
tially de?ning’ a plane which is parallel at all 
times to the hinge-axis. - 

5. A receptacle comprising a container and a 
cover formed of moulded plastic material, one of 
said parts having a knuckle moulded thereon and I 
the other part being ‘shaped to provide a concave 
bearing surface mating with the ‘knuckle, said ' 
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8 
on, the container being shaped to provide a bear 
ing surface for the knuckle, said knuckle and 
bearing suriace forming the sole hinge tor the 
receptacle, ' the knuckle having axially aligned 
sockets in its ends which are parallel with but 
eccentric to the hinge axis, a skirt projecting out 
wardly and downwardly irom the top of the con 
tainer and forming a downwardly opening recess 
therebetween, said container having a slot co 
extensive with the socket openings and substan 
tially therebeneath,v a locking shoulder on a wall 
within said recess beneath the slot, and a sub 
stantially U-shaped, resilient locking wire having 
two parallel arms terminating in axially aligned 
pivots mounted in said sockets and a resilient'base 
portion between the arms which is insertable 

\ through said slot and resiliently interlocked with 

120 

knuckle and bearing surface iorming the sole rc-‘ 
ceptacle hin‘ge, a skirt projecting outwardly from 
the top of the container and forming therewith a 
downwardly opening recess, the cover having ax 

.‘ ially aligned sockets parallel with the hinge axis 
and near the ends of the hinge. the container 

which is coextensive with the socket openings, a 
locking shoulder on a wall within said recess 
which is opposed to said slot, and a substantially 
U-shaped resilient, locking, member insertable 
through said slot which has a base portion inter-. 
lockable with said shoulder and two arms termi 
hating in axially aligned pivots mounted in said 
sockets, said locking member serving to urge the 
hinge parts together, and said base portion and 
arms of the U-shaped locking member substan 
tially de?ning a plane which is parallel .at all 
times to the hinge axis. ' , 

6. A receptacle comprising ‘a container and a 
cover formed of moulded plastic material, the 
cover having a knuckle integrally moulded there 

.80 

having a slot opening from above into said recess, 
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said shoulder to hold the hinge parts together, 
tenured s; new» 9118141 B Surugap snanuezsqns 
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Certi?cate of Correction ' 

Patent No. 2,435,272. February 3, 1948. 
PHILIP J. GRAHAM 

' It is hereby certi?ed that error appears in the above numbered patent requir' 
correction as follows: Column 8, lines 19 tov23, inclusive, strike out the inverte 
words therein, and insert instead the followin : the ends of the slot contacting with said 
arms and holding them against the ends of the nuckle and preventing endwise movement 
of the cover, said base portion and arms of the U~shaped wire substantially de?ning a 
plane which is parallel; and that the said Letters Patent should be read with this 
correction. therem that the same may conform to the record of the case in the Patent 
O?ice. I 

Signed and sealed this 20th day of April, A. D. 1948. 
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THOMAS F. MURPHY, ' 
Assistant Oonmim'oner of Patents. 


